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Marathon Hardware Launches Expanded Line of Drawer Systems 

Mississauga, ON – Marathon Hardware introduces the Legacy Prima and Legacy Endura drawer systems. 

Marathon’s new Legacy collection of drawer systems includes the original line, newly 
renamed Legacy Prima, and the brand new Legacy Endura line. Sharing a modern and stylish 
slim drawer look that has become the new standard, these systems offer cabinet makers 
high-quality hardware that can improve their bottom line.  

“We’re excited to launch this new system of highly affordable, top quality drawers. Legacy 
Endura completes our full line of available drawer systems. It gives our customers more 

options to choose from that are directly in line with what they are looking for today,” says Craig Atkinson, Director of 
Marketing. 

Legacy Endura drawer systems are cost effective upgrades from the industry 
popular doublewall drawers. Sleek, modern styling and functionality provides a 
high-end look for a designer aesthetic with slim, straight edges to maximize 
internal storage space. 

Prima is the new name for Marathon’s original line of Legacy drawers. This upper 
echelon drawer system offers more heights, more internal drawer options, and glass inserts for the side and drawer 
fronts. Innovative designers can replace the glass with other materials such as wood, stone, or metal, to create a truly 
unique experience. 

About Marathon Hardware 

Marathon Hardware is a Canadian cabinet hardware distributor serving the needs of manufacturers and designers. 
Their extensive product offering includes a complete range of decorative hardware, kitchen storage accessories, and 
functional hardware. At the heart of everything they do is a focus on what matters most to their customers: Quality, 
Innovation, and Service. 

Learn more: www.marathonhardware.com 
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